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Abstract: Parameter estimation is the main bottleneck of metabolic pathway modelling. It may be addressed from
the bottom up, using information on metabolites, enzymes and modulators, or from the top down, using
metabolic time series data, which have become more prevalent in recent years. The authors propose here
that it is useful to combine the two strategies and to complement time-series analysis with kinetic
information. In particular, the authors investigate how the recent method of dynamic ﬂux estimation (DFE)
may be supplemented with other types of estimation. Using the glycolytic pathway in Lactococcus lactis as an
illustration example, the authors demonstrate some strategies of such supplementation.

1

Introduction

The grand challenge of systems biology is a deeper
understanding of biological systems, and the crucial step
towards solving this challenge is the translation of biological
systems into reliable mathematical and computational models.
Meeting this challenge will constitute a very signiﬁcant
step towards solutions of more widely recognised grand
challenge problems of the 21st Century, such as cancer and
neurodegenerative disease. The promise of computational
systems biology is great, because it is much easier to diagnose,
interrogate and manipulate computational models than actual
health and disease systems in mice or men.
To support these bold claims, consider the case of cancer
and suppose a comprehensive and reliable model of
carcinogenesis had been successfully developed and
validated. This model would certainly reveal correlations
between suspected or unsuspected risk factors, as well as
the time of onset and severity of disease. The model would
also allow us to follow the gradual or switch-like sequences
of transitions from normal into cancerous tissue. It would
provide us with tools to screen exhaustively all possible
intervention schemes, independent of whether these would
presently be implementable in reality. Sensitivity and
robustness analysis of the model would identify the
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components and processes in the system with the highest
impact on carcinogenesis per unit change. Although nonlinear optimisation tasks are certainly not trivial, they would
still be incomparably easier to execute than clinical studies
aimed at identifying optimal cancer treatments. A
mathematical model could be personalised by accounting
for deviations between individual parameter values and the
corresponding averages in the population [1] and it would,
in principle, be possible to establish personalised health and
disease trajectories, risk proﬁles and customised treatments
[2]. Beyond analysis, manipulation and optimisation of
previously observed systems, the model could allow
predictions of yet untested situations and aid in the
discovery of biological design and operating principles.
It is obvious that we are far from being able to rely on
mathematical models for cancer treatment and that it will
often be difﬁcult to implement model solutions in a living
body. However, given the rapidly increasing amounts of
personalised information from modern medical diagnostics
and from biomarkers, there is no doubt that the mind of
the physician will soon be overwhelmed and that
computational methods will have to come to the rescue,
lest available information is lost or misinterpreted.
Furthermore, if we look at the analogy of space exploration,
any attempt to send a rover to Mars would have seemed
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entirely ludicrous a century ago, and yet we have succeeded,
based on computer models and the ingenuity in
engineering. Similarly, one might reasonably expect that
models and computer algorithms of the not-too-distant
future will be capable of integrating hundreds or thousands
of personalised data in a valid manner, thereby generating
well-founded recommendations to the attending physician.
The successful translation of a biological system into a
mathematical or computational model occurs in two steps:
the selection of a suitable mathematical description, which
entails the formulation of simplifying, conceptual and
subsequently technical representations; and the determination
of parameter values with which these representations match
the available data. The choice of a model structure depends
on the data and the purpose of the model (see [3, 4] for
recent reviews), but ultimately follows one of two paths.
As the ﬁrst alternative, an attempt is made to capture the
mechanistic details of the biological system with accuracy
and precision. A notable example is the Hodgkin– Huxley
model of action potentials in neurons, which is directly
derived from insights into electric circuits and thus on laws
of the theory of electricity [5]. But even in this case, lack of
detailed knowledge forced the non-linear control of ion
channels in the cell membrane to be modelled with black
box approximations that ﬁtted observations sufﬁciently well.
Outside this example, even the representation of a simple
bi-substrate enzyme catalysed reaction becomes essentially
unmanageable if it is formulated as a physico-chemical
system of mass action kinetic steps [6].
The second alternative for choosing a suitable
mathematical representation is the use of a non-linear
canonical model, whose structure is predetermined.
Canonical models are based on speciﬁc, yet generic
approximations that always lead to the same mathematical
structures, while their customisation towards a given
application is accomplished exclusively through the choice
of parameter values. A simple, pertinent analogy is a linear
regression model, which always has the same structure in
a given dimension (namely a straight line, plane or
hyperplane), but is characterised by slope and intercept
parameters that are derived from, or for, the speciﬁc
application. Canonical models that have been discussed
extensively in the literature include Lotka – Volterra systems
and their generalisations [7 – 10], power-law systems within
the modelling framework of biochemical systems theory
(BST; [11 – 16]), lin-log models [17, 18] that are extensions
of metabolic control analysis [19– 21] and saturablecooperative models that are based on S-shaped functional
modules [22]. Two great advantages of canonical models
are that knowledge of the connectivity and regulation of a
pathway system is sufﬁcient for setting up a symbolic model
[13, 16, 23, 24] and that the types of model parameters are
predetermined and have a clear meaning, which facilitates
estimation.
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Parameter values can be determined from many types of
biological data. For metabolic pathway estimation, two classes
of data have been dominant. The ﬁrst class consists of
characterisations of enzymes, inhibitors, cofactors, metabolite
concentrations and other, similar pieces of information
quantifying ‘local’ processes, such as enzyme catalysed
reactions. Almost all metabolic modelling studies of the past
century have been developed from such local data, and many
insights have been, and will henceforth be, gained from this
approach. The general procedure of this bottom-up
modelling strategy is to represent individual metabolic steps
with a suitable function or rate law and to merge these
functional descriptions into a more comprehensive pathway
model (e.g. [16, 25]). The advantage of this procedure is its
straightforward nature and the direct use of available
information. The biggest drawback is that models integrated
from individual process descriptions often do not work as
expected or observed. Reasons are manifold and include
the use of data from different organisms or from experiments
that were executed under different conditions and often
in vitro.
The second, distinctly different class of data consists of
time series that measure the responses of a pathway system
to some stimulus, such as a change in substrate availability
or in experimental or environmental conditions (e.g. heat
stress or the addition of an inhibitor to the medium). The
great appeal of these data is that the measurements are
taken on exactly the same biological system under exactly
the same conditions. The main challenge of time-series
data is the computational difﬁculty of extracting reliable
parameter values from the data. For BST models alone,
roughly 100 articles have been published in recent years
describing methods of parameter extraction from dynamic
data [26].
This paper focuses on system estimation in metabolic
pathway models that combines the use of time-series data
with kinetic information from the literature.

2 Metabolic system estimation
from time-series data
The extraction of parameter values from time-series data is
complicated because of challenges of three distinct types,
which in real systems are often superimposed [27]. The ﬁrst
is related to the data, which may be noisy, incomplete,
correlated with each other or non-informative. The second
issue pertains to the model, which may be based on wrong
assumptions or contain more parameters than can be
identiﬁed from the data. For instance, it is impossible to
identify the parameters p and q if they always occur as the
product p.q. The model structure may also permit
compensation of errors between different terms or equations
[27]. The hideous aspect of such compensation is that the
datasets used for estimation are modelled with sufﬁcient
accuracy, but that extrapolations may woefully fail, because
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the terms no longer compensate for each other in the new
situation. The third source for estimation failure comes from
the computational algorithms, which may not converge at all,
converge to locally – but not globally – acceptable solutions
or are so slow that each estimation task takes unduly long.
Recently we proposed a method, called dynamic ﬂux
estimation (DFE [27]) that resolves many of the issues
listed above, if all aspects of the estimation task are ideal.
DFE is executed in two phases. The ﬁrst phase consists of
an entirely model-free and assumption-free data analysis in
three steps.

Step 1: This assures that no mass is lost or gained in the
observed data and smoothes the data if necessary (e.g. [28 –
35]). Apparent losses may be due to experimental noise or
the failure to measure all relevant metabolites.

DFE offers signiﬁcant advantages. It reveals inconsistencies
within the data, and between data and the alleged system
topology, and permits quantitative diagnostic tools of
whether – or to what degree – the assumed mathematical
formulations are appropriate or in need of improvement.
These important features are novel and not available in other
standard estimation methods. Moreover, because DFE
identiﬁes parameters based on ﬂuxes – as opposed to entire
differential equations – issues of faulty extrapolation are
reduced to a minimum.
Under ideal conditions, DFE appears to be as close to
perfect as it is currently possible. However, its two very
signiﬁcant limitations are the requirement of comprehensive
data, which are seldom available, and the fact that the ﬂux
system needs to have full rank. We discuss in the following
how the issues may be overcome by resorting to
information from additional sources.

Step 2: This replaces each ordinary differential equation
(ODE) with a set of algebraic equations. This replacement is
based on the recognition that the differential on the left-hand
side of an ODE can be interpreted as the slope of the time
course of a variable at a given point in time. Thus, Step 2
consists of estimating slopes of the time courses at N time
points and substituting these for the differentials on the lefthand side of each differential equation. This substitution is
computationally very advantageous, because it circumvents the
need to integrate differential equations and decouples the
system of n differential equations into n sets of N algebraic
equations each. These sets may be evaluated simultaneously,
sequentially or in parallel. The slope substitution strategy [16,
36–38] has become a de facto standard for most estimation
methods from time-series data [26].

Step 3: This considers each ﬂux in the system as a timedependent variable. Because pathway models consist of
ﬂuxes entering and leaving metabolite pools, the dynamics
in each equation is naturally given as sums and differences of
ﬂuxes, which thus form a linear system. This system is easily
solved at each time point if the system has full rank, or
through linear regression if the system is over determined. If
this system is under determined, DFE has problems, which
are discussed and ameliorated in the next section.
The ﬁrst, model-free phase of DFE results in a
representation of each ﬂux as a numerically characterised
function of time and as a function of all contributing
metabolites and other variables in the system. This
representation is not explicit, but purely numerical and
consists of points in ﬂux –time or ﬂux –metabolite plots.
The second phase of DFE converts these plots into
mathematical representations. As in other modelling
approaches, this step requires the choice of a model and the
estimation of its parameters. However, these tasks are easier
now, because they are addressed one ﬂux at a time and
because many candidate models, including Michaelis –
Menten rate laws and power-law functions, are available.
IET Syst. Biol., 2009, Vol. 3, Iss. 6, pp. 513– 522
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3 Complementation of DFE with
additional information
A direct, unique solution of the ﬂux equations in DFE is only
possible if the ﬂux system is of full rank. The most frequent
case in practical applications, however, is an underdetermined system, because most actual pathway systems
contain more ﬂuxes than metabolites. As a consequence,
the best purely algebraic solution possible is the expression
of some ﬂuxes as functions of other ﬂuxes, which is not
very useful per se. However, in most practical cases, other
information about the system is known, and this
information may be used to complement DFE. This
complementation does not come for free and either requires
assumptions about functional forms of ﬂuxes, mechanistic
details or inferences regarding missing time series.
In this section, we discuss prominent issues potentially
afﬂicting DFE, provide theoretically feasible solutions and
demonstrate some of the solutions with speciﬁc examples. As
an illustration throughout, we use the glycolytic pathway in
the bacterium Lactococcus lactis (Fig. 1), which has become
one of the de facto test cases in the ﬁeld (e.g. [23, 39–42]).
Experimental data (Fig. 2) were measured in the laboratory of
Drs. Helena Santos and Ana Rute Neves with methods of in
vivo nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) under anaerobic
conditions following a 40 M glucose bolus [43]. While
glucose 6-phosphate (G6P) was not measured for this speciﬁc
bolus, it was adapted from a corresponding NMR experiment
with a 20 M glucose bolus. Thus, data on the key metabolites
were available, but data on less important metabolites were
not. Many kinetic details of the pathway are known, and at
least some information about all enzymatic steps can be found
in the literature. Altogether, this test case is about as well
documented as one may currently hope for.
We showed elsewhere that a simpliﬁed model of the
glycolytic pathway under aerobic conditions was amenable to
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Issue 1: The connectivity of the system is not fully known.
Issue 2: Some time series were not measured, although it is
known that the corresponding metabolites are involved in
the pathway. A typical example for this situation is a
metabolite that is very quickly converted into another
product, thereby precluding accurate measurements.
Issue 3: Some unknown or not measured metabolites are
in fact important. The exclusion of these metabolites is a
potential reason for mass imbalances in the system.
Issue 4: All relevant metabolites have been measured as time
series, but the ﬂux system is underdetermined. This situation
is the rule rather than the exception.
Resolving these issues seems only possible if additional
information is available and/or if assumptions are made
regarding the functional forms of some of the ﬂuxes in the
system.
Figure 1 Schematic representation of the glycolytic
pathway in L. lactis
Black arrows indicate material ﬂux, light grey arrows activation
and dark grey arrows inhibition. Abbreviations: G6P: glucose
6-phosphate; F6P: fructose 6-phoshpate; FBP: fructose
1,6-bisphosphate; DHAP: dihydroxyacetone phosphate; GAP
glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate; 3-PGA: 3-phosphoglycerate; 2-PGA: 2phosphoglycerate; PEP: phosphoenolpyruvate; ATP: adenosine
triphosphate; ADP: adenosine diphosphate; Pi: inorganic
phosphate; NADþ: nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (oxidised);
NADH: nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (reduced)

various analyses, including DFE [27, 41, 42]. For illustration
purposes, we consider here the more detailed pathway in
Fig. 1, which evades a direct DFE analysis, because proﬁles
of some metabolites [e.g. fructose 6-phosphate (F6P)] are
missing.
In generic terms, non-ideal situations that require
complementation of DFE arise from a combination of the
following issues.

3.1 Solution strategies for issue 1
Distinctly different methods have been developed for
computationally inferring the unknown or ill-characterised
connectivity of biological pathways (for a recent review see
[26]). They include a wide spectrum of techniques, ranging
from causality models [44 – 46] to perturbation methods
[47], correlation-based approaches [48] and probabilistic
graph models for deducing causality [49]. Some methods
(e.g. [36, 40, 50 – 54]) used time-series data as the basis for
their analysis. Speciﬁcally for metabolic pathways, methods
like alternating regression (AR) [55] and eigenvector
optimisation (EO) [56] were proposed as structure
identiﬁcation methods that do not necessarily require
knowledge of the connectivity or regulation of the pathway
system.
If information is scarce or if the data are noisy, purely
computational estimations are not always reliable, and

Figure 2 In vivo NMR measurements of metabolites of the glycolytic pathway in L. lactis (adopted from [43])
Symbols show data points, while lines are the results of the DFE analysis. The time course of lactate seems overestimated. This systematic
deviation is due to the fact that the raw data exhibited 10% loss in mass over time (‘leakage’), which was not included in the estimation.
Accounting for leakage makes data and model consistent
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within term, within equation and between equation error
compensation may become a signiﬁcant issue [27]. Instead
of relying on structure identiﬁcation algorithms alone, it
may be useful to employ simpler algorithms that merely
attempt to establish the connectivity pattern within the
pathway. An example is a linearisation procedure that
generates probabilities for a given equation to be affected
by combinations of system variables [54]. A different
approach consists of an algorithm that reconstructs
equations from the bottom up, testing ﬁrst the data ﬁt with
the most parsimonious parameter set and gradually
increasing the complexity of the equation [53]. It is also
possible to optimise parameters for a predeﬁned set of
biochemically feasible candidate models [40].

3.2 Solution strategies for issue 2
The lack of time-series data for certain metabolites may or
may not be serious. An important determinant is the mass
of the missing metabolite pools during the experiment. If
this mass is small, methods of compensatory mass
balancing [27] may provide a solution that is not overly
damaging. However, signiﬁcant amounts of missing mass
cannot be ignored. If enzymatic information is available for
ﬂuxes producing and degrading a metabolite in question, it
is sometimes possible to reconstruct its unknown time
proﬁle from neighbouring time series. Obviously, this use
of kinetic information is subject to some degree of bias and
uncertainty, especially if the information was obtained in
vitro and/or from a different organism. If large portions of
mass are unaccounted for, and if no pertinent kinetic
information is available, it might not be possible to
continue the parameterisation of the model with reliability.

3.3 Example
Consider the reversible isomerisation of G6P to F6P, which
is catalysed by phosphoglucose isomerase (PGI). The kinetics

of PGI has been characterised for both directions, and if one
assumes a reversible Michaelis – Menten rate law for the net
ﬂux (1), pertinent parameters are readily obtained from the
literature [57 – 59]. By combining this kinetic in vitro
information with the time series data on G6P and the in
vivo G6P degradation ﬂux estimates for v2 at the measured
time points, which we obtained with DFE, we can deduce
the time series for the unknown metabolite F6P. This is
accomplished by expressing (1) with F6P as the dependent
variable and solving it for all measured time points
v2 ¼

rev
vfor
max ([G6P]=KmG6P )  vmax ([F6P]=KmF6P )
1 þ ([G6P]=KmG6P ) þ ([F6P]=KmF6P ) þ ([Pi ]=KmPi )

(1)
The reconstructed F6P proﬁle is similar to the G6P proﬁle
(Fig. 3), but at a scale of about 1:10. Both the shape and
scaling factor are consistent with the common
understanding of a fast equilibrium between the two.

3.4 Solution strategies for issue 3
The consequences of unknown or not measured metabolite
pools may range from irrelevant to utterly detrimental for
any estimation effort, depending on the extent of lacking
information. A diagnostic aid for this situation is the
checking of mass balance in the entire system throughout
the experimental time period. If signiﬁcant changes in
balance are observed, because non-negligible amounts of
mass are gained or lost, additional biological insight will be
needed to remedy the situation. If the masses are more or
less balanced, it is still possible that important ﬂuxes or
metabolites are missing. There is currently no obvious
defense in this situation.
A slightly different situation occurs if relevant cofactors or
modulators were not measured. For instance, NADþ and

Figure 3 In vivo NMR measurements of G6P in L. lactis (adapted from [43]) and reconstructed time series of F6P derived from
a combination of DFE and kinetic literature information (parameters from [57 – 59])
IET Syst. Biol., 2009, Vol. 3, Iss. 6, pp. 513– 522
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NADH may affect the speed of a reaction, but because of
moiety conservation, no change in (carbon) mass is
observable, so that the (carbon) mass in the system is
perfectly balanced. Nonetheless, factors inﬂuencing the
NADþ/NADH ratio may signiﬁcantly affect the dynamics
of the pathway. Again, this situation requires a case-by-case
treatment.

3.5 Example
Recently, we discussed mass balancing in the context of
raw experimental data in L. lactis [27]. The detected
imbalance was too severe to be attributable to acceptable
measurement noise, and smoothing efforts still left 10%
of the supplied glucose unaccounted. It turned out that
several secondary metabolites and ﬂuxes had not been
included, and accounting for these enabled the balancing of
the system.

3.6 Solution strategies for issue 4
In the ideal situation, the stoichiometric matrix is of full rank
and the ﬁrst phase of DFE is free of assumptions. The direct
and unambiguous result then consists of numerical
relationships between variables and ﬂuxes, which are
further analysed in the second phase of DFE. However, if
the ﬂux system is under determined, it is necessary to
complement the information from the ﬂux system with
information from other sources. This complementation
always involves assumptions, but ultimately leads to the
characterisation of some ﬂuxes, for instance, with a kinetic
bottom-up approach. Distinct options are available for
supplementing information embedded in the ﬂux system,
at least in principle. First, it may be possible to obtain
ﬂuxes directly from experiments. In a few cases, ﬂux –
substrate relationships were measured (e.g. see parameter
estimation in [25] from ﬂux data in [60]), but such data
are rare. Much more prevalent is the information on the
kinetic properties of enzymes and the reactions they
catalyse. This information is closely linked to an alleged
functional form for each ﬂux. For instance, if a Michaelis –
Menten rate function is deemed appropriate and if
applicable KM and Vmax values can be found, the
parameters and the time-series data may be entered into
the rate function to compute the appropriate ﬂux value
at each time point. Of course, this use of literature
information is potentially compromised by the fact that
pertinent parameters were often obtained in other labs,
under different conditions, and sometimes even from other
species.
As an alternative, or if relevant kinetic information is
unavailable, it has been shown that regression methods,
genetic algorithms (GA), as well as specialised methods
like AR and EO [55, 56], have the potential of
determining parameter values in pathway models from
metabolic time-series data [26]. This feature renders it
possible in principle to determine the necessary number of
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missing ﬂuxes and to use them in the ﬁrst phase of DFE.
A considerable drawback of this strategy is that GA and
the various regression methods must a priori assume
speciﬁc mathematical representations of the ﬂuxes that are
to be estimated. However, the most appropriate
representations are often unknown. This situation becomes
less of a hindrance if some of the variables and ﬂuxes
operate within relatively small ranges, because one might
expect that the typical canonical approximations, such as
products of power-law functions or lin-log expressions,
would be sufﬁciently accurate throughout these limited
ranges. Thus, while many combinations of ﬂuxes could
theoretically be chosen to supplement DFE in an underdetermined estimation task, it is advisable to choose
variables and ﬂuxes that remain relatively close to some
normal operating values. At the same time, variables that
do not vary much at all contain relatively weak information,
which may lead to misestimation, so that the choice of
ﬂuxes requires a compromise. In addition to the fact that
estimation algorithms must assume speciﬁc functions, they
are also susceptible to error compensation between the
terms of an equation.

3.7 Example
As an illustration for the use of kinetic information, we pretend
that the glycolytic system under investigation was
underdetermined. To obtain an additional ﬂux outside DFE,
we study the phosphofructokinase (PFK) step (v3 in Fig. 1),
in which a phosphoryl group is transferred from adenosine
triphosphate (ATP) to F6P, yielding fructose 1,6bisphosphate (FBP) and adenosine diphosphate (ADP).
Since F6P is not observed under the given experimental
conditions, it is not possible to estimate the PFK ﬂux
directly from our time-series data. However, it is well
established that G6P and F6P are in rapid equilibrium, and
because F6P is below the detection limit (2.5 mM), we
assume that its accumulation pattern is one-tenth that of the
G6P at all time points (see discussion above and Fig. 3). It
is furthermore known that the PFK reaction is essentially
irreversible under physiological conditions and that the
enzyme is allosterically inhibited by ATP, FBP and PEP,
while being activated by ADP. Several rate laws have been
proposed for the PFK reaction (e.g. [61, 62] and references
therein). We choose the model of Hoefnagel et al. (2); [58]),
because it was developed speciﬁcally for L. lactis under
comparable conditions.
Using this model with the published parameter values
[58] and the time series of G6P (divided by 10 for the
expected proﬁle of F6P), we obtained a parameterised,
mechanistic PFK model. This deduced model rather
closely reﬂects the process in vivo, as it was obtained with
DFE (Fig. 4). This result is quite remarkable, ﬁrst,
because it conﬁrms that kinetic information can indeed be
used under opportune conditions to supplement DFE and,
second, because it conﬁrms that the entirely model-free
IET Syst. Biol., 2009, Vol. 3, Iss. 6, pp. 513– 522
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Figure 4 Flux v3 , obtained with DFE as a numerical estimate (square symbols), and formulated as a published rate function
with parameter values directly taken from the literature ((2); [58]; triangular symbols)
Symbols indicate where data points were used for estimation. Interestingly, the ‘bumps’ in the numerical DFE estimate reﬂect different
phases of glucose uptake, which are visible in slight yet distinct changes in slopes and which may be due to a differential afﬁnity of
the cellular transporters to the a and b forms of glucose. The mechanistic ﬂux model does not distinguish these phases

phase of DFE yields very reasonable, numerical ﬂux
representations. (See (2))
Under opportune conditions, we could use GA, AR, EO or
some other regression algorithm to supply additional ﬂux
information. However, in the present case all variables vary
within wide ranges, especially, if they are logarithmically
transformed, thus raising doubt about any type of
approximation. Indeed, we used AR, which uses power-law
approximations, and obtained good ﬁts for entire equations,
but not for individual ﬂuxes, which demonstrates the hidden
problem of error compensation among mathematical terms in
a systems model (results not shown). As an alternative, if
we had good functional candidates for all production and
degradation processes of a given variable, for instance, in the
form of Michaelis–Menten functions or other, more
complicated rate laws [6], we could estimate the entire
decoupled equation for this variable and retrieve from the
optimal ﬁt the representations of the individual ﬂuxes. Thus,
in contrast to the solution discussed above, we would not
need parameter values like KM , KI , Keq or Vmax , but only
adequate symbolic formulations. These formulations, together
with the metabolic time series, would be used to optimise the
kinetic parameter per regression or GA.

4

Discussion

Parameter estimation continues to be the bottleneck of many
studies in computational systems biology. This complicated
task has so far mandated an early, fundamental decision,
namely whether to pursue a bottom-up or a top-down

v3 ¼

approach. In the past this had been a simple decision, because
time-series data were very rare. However, dynamic proﬁle data
have become much more frequent in recent years, and if
efﬁcacious methods of analysis are made available, the appeal
of time-series measurements will certainly increase.
A ﬂurry of recent articles on model estimation from time
proﬁles (see [26]) reveals three facts. First, there seem to be
no silver bullet solutions that are able to tackle the majority
of practical applications. Second, almost all methods have
been focusing on good ﬁts and the criterion of algorithmic
speed, but not on issues of error compensation within
the model, issues of extrapolation and diagnostics of
assumptions. Third, except for artiﬁcial examples, hardly
any estimation studies had the luxury of ‘complete’ data.
Recently we proposed the DFE method, which addresses
some of the above issues and works very well, but only if
rather comprehensive data are available. Even then, DFE
has the severe limitation that the ﬂuxes in the pathway have
to form a system of full rank. For more or less linear
pathways, this assumption may be true, but as soon as
pathway systems with cycles are under investigation, DFE
cannot be applied directly, because the ﬂuxes outnumber
the metabolites. Other complicating factors are missing
time series and uncertainties with regard to structure and
regulation of the metabolic pathway system.
Faced with the situation that ideal scenarios allowing direct
application of DFE are rare, we investigated here to what

n3PEP
vmax (1  (PEPn3PEP =PEPn3PEP þ KmPEP
))([F6P]=KmF6P )n3 ([ATP]=KmATP )

(1 þ ([F6P]=KmF6P )n3 þ ([FBP]=KmFBP ))(1 þ ([ATP]=KmATP ) þ ([ADP]=KmADP ))
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degree DFE may be supplemented with other information.
Indeed, our study addressed the question of whether
distinctly different approaches to parameter estimation may
be successfully combined. The short answer is that this is
possible in different ways, at least in principle. The options
for DFE supplementation span a range of methods. If all
signiﬁcant metabolic time series are available, and if some
of the enzymes in the system are well characterised under
pertinent conditions, it may be possible to construct ﬂux –
time and ﬂux – variable relationships and use these as
substitutes for unknown ﬂuxes in DFE. Sufﬁcient kinetic
information may even allow the construction of time-series
proﬁles of metabolites that were not measured.
Alternatively, or in addition, if one can reasonably assume
functional forms for a few of the ﬂuxes within the system,
then a GA or more specialised methods like AR or EO
can be employed to estimate a sufﬁciently large subset of
ﬂuxes to execute DFE on the rest of the ﬂux system.
The combination of methods presented here serves primarily
as a proof of concept, and it is to be expected that targeted work
on combined estimation methods will lead to reﬁned and
possibly even entirely novel estimation strategies. Such
strategies will become increasingly important, because one
should expect a rapidly growing number of time-series data
of high quality, which however will very seldom be
comprehensive enough for a unidirectional estimation approach.
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